
 

3300 counterfeit detector
[D-3300]

 Your Price: $337.95
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link to
view the latest information: 3300 counterfeit detector

The Cassida 3300 is a fully automatic counterfeit detector that catches 100% of
counterfeits, including bleached bills ($100, $50, $20 counterfeits printed on real $1 or $5 bills).
Combining optical image analysis and IR (infrared), metal thread, and magnetic ink detection, even the
most sophisticated forgeries are no match for the 3300.

State-of-the-art Cassida technology protects you against any counterfeits made anywhere in the world.
Cassida backs that promise with its exclusive Counterfeit Shield Guarantee: Cassida will reimburse you
the full face value of the counterfeit bill should your Cassida 3300 accept it as genuine.

The 3300 does not require users to have bill authentication knowledge. It instantly recognizes the bill’s
denomination, verifies authenticity, and displays detailed information on the large LCD screen. The
3300 also emits a distinct audible alert when a counterfeit is detected.

Currency counters with detection features only have UV or MG detection. The Cassida 3300 goes much
further by also checking for infrared (IR) marks, the most advanced security feature on U.S. bills and
the one that is not known to have been counterfeited.

The 3300 is the smallest detector on the market, allowing it to fit almost anywhere. Users can choose to
eject authenticated bills through either front or rear slots, further reducing its operating footprint.

The Cassida 3300 accurately recognizes denominations and authenticates bills in under a second.

Features

Offers industry’s only Counterfeit Shield Guarantee, assuring you’ll never take a counterfeit bill
Catches sophisticated forgeries, including counterfeit $100 bills reprinted on bleached $5-$1
bills
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Infrared and magnetic detection, as well as color spectrum analysis
Verifies bills in under 1 second
Displays grand total value
Displays subtotal value and number of verified bills for each denomination
Automatic bill feeding
Front/rear bill ejection option
Visual and sound alert on counterfeit bills
High resolution illuminated LCD display
Compact and sleek design
Verifies: U.S. dollars.

Specifications

          Warranty 3 year full parts and labor extended
warranty

Power 110-220 VAC, 50-60 Hz
Size 2.75" x 4.75" x 5.25"
Shipping Weight 1.9 Pounds
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